Amor Fati is the first virtual exhibition of the Colombian artist
Joaquin Restrepo where he showcases a sculptural group of
images on a three-dimensional stage. Restrepo’s work is a
project widely referenced by a tradition of thinking about the
body and its subjective experience. The staging, making everyday life the theatre of life, is a constant element in the exhibition
which reminds us of an encounter with the Spanish Golden
Age. Following this proposal, Restrepo presents works of broad
theatrical and corporal suggestion in six sculptural groups,
accompanied by six text fragments, which are placed on stage
where they are projected onto images of an experience only
possible through virtual reality.
The exhibition is made up of sculptural groups divided into
spaces of what appears to be the highest floor of a building, the
floor of which includes a central gallery and two lateral wings
surrounded by large windows which transit into a labyrinth, a
garden maze, whose horizons fade into an infinite blue sky,
crowned by a moon. The scenario constitutes a utopian experience which invites one’s inner life. Restrepo allows us a leisurely tour, which begins in the central group of sculptures and lets
us explore them while we head to some of the continuous
wings.
Each of these ends frames a highly complex sculpture, which
makes us think that they are the centrepieces of the exhibition.
On the one hand, we find a sculpture of a large body which lies
in a fetal position and faces the interior of the exhibition. On the
other side, crossing the central gallery, the four sculptural
groups and two large-format images, a sculpture of a body
dressed in a sack-back gown, a term used in 17th century Spain
for robe à la française. The sculpture, which can be seen, rotates
with the user’s body projection in space so that you can understand its three-dimensional nature, although it will always turn
on its back and face the infinite.

The pieces, which make up the exhibition, have in common an
intention of body gestures and partial industrial construction.
The sculptures shape a human body which reveals a deep
understanding of human anatomy, volume and gesture. These
are made with a casting and assembly process found in the
dialogue between the construction processes of industrial
engineering of the last century and the moulding process as
part of a tradition of cast sculpture.
The sculptures are made up of a design which divides and split
the body into two moments. On the one hand, almost as a
scaffolding and placement, a linear, riveted and metallic structure is erected which shapes the extremities of the bodies.
Supported in these rigid structures are suspended torsos, arms,
and faces in which when we approach we can recognise small
gestures, and remind us the careful work in the craft of sculpting.
Thus, Restrepo’s work develops and prepares technical studies
specific to the interdisciplinary nature inherited from the
workshops of the great masters of the Renaissance and the
Spanish Golden Age, and a form of serialised and industrialised
production. This principle on the technical and graphic symbol
reveals an intention to connect, through formal processes, the
dialectics between the historical subject of the first modernity
and that of the industrial modernity.
Subtlety in movement and richness in detail, volume construction, and conceptual principles which allow us to find beauty in
the human body are carried out by the artist in his work. The
value and respect for the trade are remarkable, the artist’s
knowledge and work allow us to sense a laborious, dedicated
and disciplined process. This principle which crosses and overlaps Restrepo’s sculptural work is translated into the development of the pieces and the three-dimensional fictional setting
of the virtual experience.

His perseverance on work is a constant meditation which
carries itself into detail, engrossed in the pursuit of form and
therefore an exercise of thought drawn from the technique. It
seems that from the production and understanding of the technical processes, Restrepo opens the debate about the subject
who thinks of himself, his relationship with the world, and the
possibility of acting on it, transforming it through technique.

A general understanding of the exhibition can lead us to reflect
on the pause of social life to prepare the body for the public. A
question which is typical of the Judeo-Christian tradition and
constituted by the construction of inwardness. Amor Fati is an
expression widely used by different material cultures and
slightly can mean love of fate, an apparent nihilistic acceptance
of the future.

On the other hand, the body gestures, which each of the sculptures have, are shown in small movements and subtleties of
those humanoid bodies in which we can project a process of
affective-motor and verbal communication which encompass
the dramatic expression. This construction process invites the
public to read themselves in an emotional way, which, as Deleuze and Guattari would say, imply the conditions of the body and
the affectation of subjectivity (Deleuze, Guattari & Vázquez,
2010). Each of the images is shaped by expressions which
remind us of the meditative processes and the exercises of
inwardness.

What does it take to make life beautiful? But to accept things
per se. The German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche has extensively developed the expression as a concept. Just like Borges,
the philosopher turns to the Greeks to think and question the
linear notion of Western time. Without going into the matter
further, Nietzsche understands two temporalities which constantly come in contact with each other: measured time (Chronos) and a qualitative notion of “the right time” (Kairos). In this
approach, the philosopher recalls the myth of Sisyphus, who
just when he is about to finish his task, finds himself in which
the action is repeated and in it, a cyclical time occurs, where the
tragedy happens (Nietzsche & Sánchez, 1973).

Restrepo accompanies each one of his pieces with a textual
quote from different authors, and I thought it seems like a dissimilar compilation, stored in common phrases which reflect on
the moments of the impermanence of human beings. Each of
these textual experiences is almost one of the spiritual exercises
with which the mystics and prophets of the Judeo-Christian
tradition find the guiding light in difficulty. The experience of
loneliness, which enshrouds the exhibition, composes the
relationship between the user, who observes through a viewer
that resembles his body but does not make an image, and the
meditative bodies in the midst of what for the Judeo-Christian
mystical experience would be the desert. A place of solitude
and silence which has projected itself into infinity, melting into
the sky, has occupied the experience of self-absorption and
amidst what we can think of “the dark night of the soul” gives
way to the meeting of oneself.
Each one of the sculptures is a Golem (Rozenberg & Levinat,
2007), a dormant body, a body in waiting and power between
the ambivalent images of well-being and discomfort, awaiting
the word which gives it life. Precisely the exhibition is developed in the temporary experience of the sound pieces that
accompany the atmosphere of the space and the heartfelt
readings, words, which are found in the steps of the spaces of
the route.
The Golem is the rabbi who created it, what man is to God,
which is also what the poem is to the poet. For Borges, who
agrees with Plato “in the Cratylus, a name is the archetype of a
thing, the rose is in the letters that spell rose and the Nile entire
resounds in its name’s ring.” (Borges, 1974). Hence, Restrepo’s
humanoid figures reflect a stark flash of human existence which
seeks company and meaning in the texts. The texts, sound
pieces and the title of the work do not confer extra content but
rather enhance the latency that the gestures and the will of the
body mean in the sculptures. Certainly, this invites us to recognise some of our emotional and psychological experiences
projected in each figure or each group of figures.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to think of tragedy as a space
where the potential and the beauty of the sensitive and transformative human experience is revealed, in its vulnerability, its
simplicity, in the laconic search for the meaning of its existence.
The need to escape time, which reads as an arrow shot in a
direction where it never reaches, implies recognising the
longing and waiting for a prosperous future which prevents
experiencing one’s life. For Nietzsche, it is important to
approach the notion of time that becomes aware of oneself in
the present (Nietzsche, 2001). This can bring us closer to his idea
of Amor Fati as it is an authentic love in life, without the future
of a better future and without the promise of the future that
may not come.
The present is made present, Thus spoke Zarathustra in the
chapter “Of the vision and enigma” (Nietzsche, 1996) Nietzsche
recalls, that time is a moving image of eternity which invites you
to live intensely the present. Without fear of the future and
regardless of becoming as a solution and resolution of life and
its situations, it is accepted that we are formed by all the positive and negative events of our past. Hence, opening the door to
living a present in which eternity is present. An awareness of
the here and now.
The premise Amor Fati as a concept is ethical and not metaphorical. By living the present without the promise and weight of
the future, it is possible to cling to the only thing you have, an
existential posture which makes you value the present over a
promising or terrifying future. To recognise this principle is to
understand that life is leaving us, that life ends, so the idea of
the future does not make much sense. The invitation is that
man, the “strong” man, strengthens himself by acknowledging
his life and its presence in his present.

It is interesting that Restrepo uses the concept and not the
metaphor to title, to name, as Borges reminds us, an exhibition
which invites us to think about the preparation of the body and
subjectivity in a life that is not resolved in the heavenly (theological) paradise, or earthly (the revolution), but takes place by
turning to the interior to think about the here and now. Finally,
and returning to Borges, the words that remain from Restrepo’s
exhibition cannot make more sense now, when “The rabbi, with
his Golem, looked at him with tenderness and with some
horror…” but “In this hour of anguish and vague light, on the
Golem our eyes have stopped. Who will say the things to us that
God felt, at the sight of his rabbi in Prague?” (Borges, 1974).
PS Mesa
Translation by Arnie Alain Hortal

Visit the exhibit here:
Appstore (iPhone & iPad): https://bit.ly/AmorFati_Appstore
GooglePlay (Android): https://bit.ly/GPlay_AmorFati
Web Site: http://joaquinrestrepo.com
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